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It appears that virtually overnight approximately half the human population of the United
States has been infected by the virulent personality virus known as the Lefty Bot.
Similar in nature to its malevolent computer cousin, the Malware Bot, the Lefty Bot attacks and
infects unprotected, healthy citizens. Upon infection, the virus spreads rapidly, manipulating
the victim’s thoughts, words and actions; and as a result takes complete control of the
individual’s entire belief system.
The Lefty Bot’s contagion level is unknown. Most victims are unaware or deny they are under
control of the virus. There is virtually no warning before a victim’s friends, family or associates
notice any aberrant behavior.
However, infection is instantly recognizable when Lefty Bot victims speak or write on matters of
politics, religion, social justice or financial equality. It is obvious to normal, healthy citizens that
the infected party shows significant deterioration in the following areas:
1. Inability to discern established and generally accepted facts from fake news.
2. Incapability to answer a direct question without, 1) asking a defensive question in return
to shift the discussion in a preferred direction or, 2) crabbing sideways in order to
bloviate on a different subject far removed from the original question or, 3) accuse or
blame the questioner for asking such a direct question.
3. Inability to form their own thoughts and express them in a coherent, logical manner
without injecting or reciting Liberal talking points.
4. Incapacity to watch the Fox News channel due to instantaneous onset of various
destabilizing symptoms including vertigo, physical agitation, uncontrollable anger and
need-to-hide-someplace-safe mentality.
5. Powerless to remain rational when discussing viewpoints on any subject which conflict
with their own, controlled belief system.
6. Juvenile attitudes and behaviors that include: whining, hissy fits, uncontrollable crying
jags, feelings of abandonment, hysterical outbursts, violent civil disobedience, public
rage, public nudity, refusal to accept certified election results, acting like petulant
children on the floor of the U.S. Congress (including sit-ins, singing campfire songs,
rejection of authority and disrespect of elders.)
7. Fear of Loss of Self (personal identity) when asked to agree with a smidgeon of anything
uttered or written by person(s) having free will and/or conservative leanings.
8. Abject disregard and/or wanton misinterpretation of the following Amendments to the
U.S. Constitution: I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX and X.
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The insidious nature of the Lefty Bot allows infection of healthy individuals who previously were
predisposed to honest debate and open sharing of personal beliefs.
The Lefty Bot virus is thought to be transmitted by electronic media although the exact method
of transmittal and infection is unknown. It is known that viewers of certain television networks
and various Internet sites appear to have a high infection rate. Questionable networks include
CBS, NBC, CNN and ABC. Highly questionable Internet web sites include MSNBC.com,
MoveOn.org, BuzzFeed.com and MediaMatters.com.
The Lefty Bot virus is purportedly also transmitted by print and other media. Readers of certain
newspapers and magazines have a high rate of infection; The New York Times and Washington
Post are prime examples. Again, method of transmittal is unknown although it’s highly
suspected that owners, editors and writers of aforesaid media have themselves succumbed to
Lefty Bot control and in some way foment infection of others. (NOTE: As of this writing, it
appears the management, staff and readership of at least one major newspaper, “The National
Enquirer”, demonstrates high resistance to Lefty Bot infection:. A research grant is currently
being sought to study this anomaly.)
Alleged creator(s) of the Lefty Bot virus include: China, Russia, North Korea, ISIS, The
Democratic National Committee, George Soros and the Devil himself.
Another disquieting possibility must be considered – Is the Lefty Bot a scourge from God? The
nation found itself in similar straits in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s when AIDS appeared in
the gay community. Fear of epidemic swept the nation. Experts offered weak supposition.
Was it chemical? Medical? Environmental? Alien? Did God send AIDS as an affliction to
punish those who have strayed and as a warning for others to walk a righteous path?
Until more is discovered about this surreptitious malady, individuals can help protect both
themselves and loved ones by adherence to Safe Practice Protocols:
1. Ingest all news from sources in equal parts ONLY: ½ liberal and ½ conservative, avoid
overindulging in liberal news as resistance to infection may be compromised.
2. Be prepared at all times to tune out rants of anyone infected by the Lefty bot.
3. DO NOT defend your viewpoint in a raised voice as there is a much higher chance an
infected person may resort to physical violence.
4. “Walk away” with your head held high while you ignore baiting, bullying insults from
any infected person.
5. Show respect for an infected person’s ideas even though they probably will not
respect yours. (This requires much practice and restraint but will demonstrate to
healthy individuals in the vicinity that you are not infected.)
6. Monitor yourself, your family and friends to insure they follow Safe Practice
Protocols.
7. Pray. Finding a cure very possibly may take several generations.
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